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“Today’s emerging generations of students require that our traditionally distinct categories of academic 
learning and student development be fused in an integrated, comprehensive vision of learning as a 
transformative process that is centered in and responsive to the whole student” (Keeling, 2004, p. 35) 

NACADA Core Values about Students- 

Our work as advisors is guided by our beliefs that: 

• Students can be responsible for their own behavior. 

• Students can be successful as a result of their individual goals and efforts. 

• Students have a desire to learn. 

• Learning needs vary according to individual skills, goals and experiences. 

• Students hold their own beliefs and opinions. 

 Are they where we want them to be developmentally? 

 

Language Used in Phases of Self Authorship- Robert Kegan 1994 

 Cognitive- How I know Interpersonal- Relationships 
with others 

Intrapersonal- Personal Identity 

Externally 
Defined 

 “Facts are facts that 
professors tell us” 

“I want to go out drinking 
because it’s what my friends like 
to do” 

“I am (insert political belief) 
because that’s how I grew up” 

Crossroads “I don’t always think my 
professor is right, but I’m not 
sure what I believe or how to 
share my opinion” 

“Going out to parties isn’t really 
my thing, but I am worried what 
my friends would say if I didn’t 
want to go” 

“It seems like some things that I 
believe are important don’t match 
with what my political party 
believes. I don’t know who is 
right” 

Internally 
Defined 

“I love our lecture because I 
have the ability to present my 
own opinion and have 
dialogue with the professor in 
class” 

“I decided that partying isn’t 
really for me. It means that I lost 
a few friends, but they weren’t 
my real friends anyway if they 
can’t respect my decision” 

“I decided to change my political 
affiliation. My parents aren’t really 
happy with that, but it makes the 
most sense based on what I know 
and my personal values” 



Scenario- Changing Majors 

Externally Defined: 
“My Dad told me that if I major in History I am not going to be able to get a good job when I graduate. He says 
that majoring in Business is the best option for me to get a good job after college. What do you think I should 
do?” 

Crossroads: 
“I think that I want to change my major. I am currently declared in Engineering because my High School Math 
teacher said that I would be really good at it. My parents were happy when I declared engineering as well, but 
now that I’m in the classes, they are a lot harder than I thought they would be. I am also realizing that they 
aren’t really interesting to me. I don’t want to disappoint my parents, but I would like to hear about other 
options that you think might lead to a good career.” 

Internally Defined: 
“When I first came to OSU, I was declared as a Psychology major. However, after taking several classes and 
talking with my professors, I don’t think a career in counseling is a great fit for me. The major is a little bit 
science heavy and I prefer something that examines the societal impact on identity. After meeting with my 
Sociology professor and talking about their curriculum, I’d like to change my major to Sociology. This is going 
to be the best fit for my interests and career goals.” 

Scenario- Struggling Academically 

Externally Defined 
“School is so much harder than my sister said it was. The professor shares so much during lecture but they 
never tell you what is actually important. I have no idea how to wade through all of that information to find 
out what to study. I feel like I have to study it all, like if I try to decide what’s important, I’ll probably choose 
wrong and then fail the test. I wish someone would just tell me what to do, like is there a list of things that 
successful students do somewhere? My parents are so mad about my grades from last term- I’ll do whatever 
you think I should do to fix this.” 

Crossroads: 
“I know I’m not doing well. The weird thing is, I’ll be sitting in class listening to the professor and I know I 
should be writing it all down, but I just can’t make myself do it. They are smart, that’s why they’re up there 
lecturing, but it feels like there has to be a better way for me to learn this information than just sitting here 
listening. Sometimes I even wonder if school is a good fit for me. I know it’s what everyone is supposed to do, 
but I don’t know. I just really like working with my hands and being outside and it’s just hard to feel like I 
belong here. What do you think I should do?” 

Internally Defined: 
“I’ve been struggling ever since I started college. I know that I am not very good with my writing and that is 
something I’m working on. I went to the writing center on campus and am also practicing on my own to 
improve my skills. I feel like I understand what’s going on in class, I love what I’m learning and I enjoy sharing 
ideas with my peers. I think if I just keep improving my writing skills, I will see my grades increase. Are there 
any other suggestions you have? I would appreciate your feedback.” 
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